
QUALITY

MODEL 066
TYB

VEST CHALECO

REFERENCE

COLOURS 

Fluorescent yellow,
Fluorescent orange

COLORES

Amarillo flúor,
Naranja flúor

SIZES

L - XL - XXL 

TALLAS

L - XL - XXL 

 
REFERENCIA

TYB066



FABRIC COMPOSITION
Mesh fabric composition: 100% PE
Lining composition:  100% PE 

PARTS
Reflective materials:   3M Scotchlite reflective bands   Cuffs:    elasticated knit
Front zipper:   reversible zip    Collar fastener:   25 mm velcro strip
Cuff zippers:   coil zips

deSCRIPTION

This PPE corresponds to a vest manufactured in fluorescent yellow knit fabric and quilted with blue lining. It has one thermo-fixed horizontal retro-reflective 
band around the torso and one band over each shoulder that join with the horizontal one from front to back. 
The vest has a straight collar that consists of two strips that are yellow on the outside and blue in the interior that are sewn together and attached to the 
garment’s velcro-fastened neckline.
The back is straight and consists of one single panel.
The two front panels are joined down the middle with a zipper and to the back down the sides. Each front panel has a pocket with a storm flap.
The garment’s interior is fully quilted and has a patch pocket with a horizontal slit on the left, at chest height, that fastens with a velcro strip.
Two long sleeves can be attached by means of zippers. The single-piece sleeves are manufactured in blue quilted material and have blue Lycra knit cuffs.

AVAILABLe COLOURS:  Fluorescent yellow / Fluorescent orange  

AVAILABLe SIZeS:   L, XL, XXL  

STANdARdS:
This garment complies with the requirement of REGULATION (EU) 2016/425, EN-ISO 13688:2013, EN 14058:2017 and UNE-EN ISO 20471:2013 for this PPE.
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FICHA  CNICA

Vest with detachable sleeve SHV ref. TYB066


